GET IN THE POOL
and accelerate social impact.

$38.1 MILLION leverage balance sheet for impact

CALL: TREATED AS A GRANT

UNFUNDED COMMITMENTS

GARANTORS

CIGP COMMUNITY INVESTMENT GUARANTEE POOL 501c3

CIGP gathers and distributes payments on guarantee calls
CIGP places enterprise/fund level guarantees to intermediaries

accelerate community investments that would not otherwise be possible

managing risk and creating social impact

LENDING INTERMEDIARIES

unlock capital for loans

Affordable Housing

Job Creation

Climate Solutions

Honest and transparent about the work that needs to be done and our ability to provide solutions

Embrace entrepreneurial thinking and look for opportunities to innovate and bring more value to our partners

Hold ourself and our partners to these shared values

our values

Embrace diversity, racial equity and inclusion in all aspects of our work

Believe in the capacity of intermediaries to support community economic development

Value collaboration and partnership as a way to learn and work together; peer learning is where innovation and impact most often occur